Whither the state in Yugoslav health care?
As part of their broader sociopolitical system of self-managing socialism, the Yugoslavs have attempted to create a health care system which is simultaneously destaticized, depoliticized, decentralized, democratized and economically and socially efficient. This paper provides a description and evaluation of the evolving self-managed health sector in post-World War II Yugoslavia. I argue that, despite repeated institution restructuring and innovation and some noteworthy accomplishments, the Yugoslavs have fallen short of their health objectives. After presenting alternative explanations for these shortcomings, I propose that they can best be understood in terms of the contradictions the Yugoslavs have encountered in their efforts to simultaneously pursue destatization, depoliticization, decentralization, democratization and social and economic efficiency. I conclude with an ideologically unpopular proposal that some form of continuous and legitimate central state coordination may be necessary to resolve current critical problems in Yugoslav health care (e.g. persistent deficits in health financing, shortages of basic medical supplies, duplication of expensive medical technology, unemployed health workers despite unmet health needs, persistent health inequalities).